Abstract. Fifteen years after the discovery of major glacial/interglacial cycles in the CO 2 concentration of the atmosphere, it seems that all of the simple mechanisms for lowering pCO 2 have been eliminated. We use a model of ocean and sediment geochemistry, which includes new developments of iron limitation of biological production at the sea surface and anoxic diagenesis and its effect on CaCO 3 preservation in the sediments, to evaluate the current proposals for explaining the glacial/ interglacial pCO 2 cycles within the context of the ocean carbon cycle. After equilibration with CaCO 3 the model is unable to generate glacial pCO 2 by increasing ocean NO 3
INTRODUCTION
Bubbles of ancient air trapped in Antarctic ice reveal that the pCO 2 of the glacial atmosphere was 80 -90 atm lower than the preanthropogenic interglacial value of 280 atm. Radiative forcing from CO 2 accounts for maybe half of the glacial/interglacial climate change [Manabe and Broccoli, 1985; Webb et al., 1997] . Subsequent data show a tight repeatable correlation between pCO 2 and the ice volume and temperature records from the last two glacial/interglacial cycles ( Figure 1 ). However, in spite of the clear importance of pCO 2 as an amplifier or even a primary driver of the glacial cycles, and the additional motivation provided by the threat of future climate change, we remain ignorant of the mechanisms responsible for the glacial/interglacial CO 2 cycles.
The glacial cycles are marked by the advances and retreats of the major ice sheets and are documented by the isotopic composition of oxygen in seawater as recorded in CaCO 3 . The oceans become enriched in the heavier isotope 18 O as the lighter 16 O is selectively sequestered in glacial ice. These advances and retreats correlate with variations in the Earth's orbit. Integrated over the surface of the Earth and over the course of a year, the total energy received from the Sun is relatively insensitive to these orbital variations, but the distribution of the solar energy varies significantly both latitudinally and seasonally. In particular, it appears that summer in the Northern Hemisphere is the sweet spot for climate in the current continental configuration [Milankovitch, 1930; Hays et al., 1976] . The Northern Hemisphere is where most of the ice sheets form, and summer is when the fate of winter ice is decided.
Three orbital cycles combine to modulate the Northern Hemisphere solar heating. The axis of rotation of the Earth precesses like a wobbling top, changing the location of Northern Hemisphere summer around the eccentric orbit of the Earth. This "precessional" cycle contains spectral energy at frequencies of 19 and 23 kyr. The rotational axis of the Earth is tilted relative to the plane of the orbit, and this angle (called the obliquity) varies between 22Њ and 25Њ, in cycles of 41 kyr. Third, the eccentricity of the orbit itself undergoes minima and maxima, modulating the impact of the precession cycles on supercycle timescales of 100 and 400 kyr.
The ice age cycles underwent a midlife transition about 800 kyr ago. Before this time the amplitude of the 20-, 40-, and 100-kyr cycles in glaciation as recorded by 18 O were in rough proportion to the Northern Hemisphere solar heat flux forcing as calculated from orbital theory. Beginning at 800 kyr B.P., the 100-kyr cycles grew stronger than their orbital forcing would seem to justify [Imbrie et al., 1992 [Imbrie et al., , 1993 . To explain this apparent "low-frequency amplification," climate scientists are looking for components of the climate system which respond slowly to external forcing and thereby maintain a long memory, for example, the carbonate system of the ocean, the growth of continental ice sheets, or isostatic rebound of continental landmass following accumulation or removal of an ice sheet [Imbrie et al., 1993] . We are still unsure whether CO 2 is a primary driver or a secondary amplifier of the glacial cycles. The Milankovitch orbital theory for the glacial cycles would seem to imply the latter, because there is a clear physical link between Northern Hemisphere summer heating and ice sheets but no easy link from orbital variations to pCO 2 . However, in the last two glacial terminations, the pCO 2 rise clearly precedes the 18 O of the atmosphere (an indicator of melted ice sheets) by several thousand years [Sowers and Bender, 1995; Broecker and Henderson, 1998 ], implying that pCO 2 is a primary driver (Figure 2 ). Alternatively, pCO 2 could be driven by changes in meteorological forcing, such as dust delivery of trace metals to the ocean surface, resulting in an acausal correlation between Northern Hemisphere summer insolation and ice volume.
Most of the carbon on Earth is incorporated into CaCO 3 rocks, but this carbon pool turns over too slowly to account for pCO 2 changes over the glacial cycles [Berner et al., 1983] . Carbon in the terrestrial biosphere is available on shorter time frames, but the terrestrial biosphere and soil carbon reservoirs would have to approximately double in size to deplete pCO 2 by 80 atm. Instead, the ␦ 13 C from deep-sea CaCO 3 , more 12 C rich during glacial time, tells us that if anything, the terrestrial biosphere released carbon during glacial time [Shackleton, 1977] , the wrong direction to explain lower glacial pCO 2 . The only remaining candidate driver for the atmospheric CO 2 change is the ocean, which contains enough carbon to absorb the atmospheric decrease [Petit et al., 1999] and deuterium-based local temperature from the Vostok ice core. Broecker and Henderson [1998] . Total time span is about 28,000 years. Dust is from Lorius et al. [1985] , pCO 2 is from Petit et al. [1999] , and ␦ 18 O of atmospheric oxygen is from Sowers et al. [1991] , plotted against sample depth (as usual in geological records, older is deeper). The pCO 2 and ␦ 18 O 2 have been offset 40 m because gases in snowpack are free to exchange with the atmosphere until bubble closeoff, which offsets the ages of gases and ice. The pCO 2 increase begins (right-hand vertical line, 134 kyr, from the Lorius et al. [1985] timescale) before the ␦ 18 O of atmospheric O 2 , reflecting ice volume (left-hand vertical line, ϳ158 kyr, from Lorius et al. [1985] ). and can change on the 1-to 10-kyr timescales recorded in the ice cores.
Ocean participation in the pCO 2 cycles in the atmosphere is documented by cycles of CaCO 3 deposition in the deep sea, marked by Atlantic to Pacific shifts in CaCO 3 burial [Berger, 1973; Farrell and Prell, 1989] and by CaCO 3 preservation anomalies on deglaciations and dissolution anomalies on glaciations [Peterson and Prell, 1985] . In some parts of the ocean the CO 2 concentration at the sea surface is supersaturated with respect to the pCO 2 of the atmosphere, and other parts are undersaturated [Takahashi et al., 1997] , but the atmosphere as a whole represents an average of the surface water equilibrium gas phase chemistry [Broecker and Peng, 1982] .
(At the present day, the large-scale equilibrium between the ocean and the atmosphere has been perturbed by the rapid increase in atmospheric pCO 2 caused by fossil fuel combustion.) Because CO 2 is more soluble in colder water, colder sea surface temperatures could lower pCO 2 . However, the magnitude of the glacial cooling can account for only a small fraction of the observed pCO 2 drawdown.
The first proposed mechanisms to lower glacial pCO 2 were to increase the rate of biological productivity in surface waters of the ocean, exporting carbon from the surface ocean to the deep sea in the form of sinking particles. Either an increase in the ocean inventory of nutrients (PO 4 3Ϫ and NO 3 Ϫ ), or a change in the ratio of nutrient to C in phytoplankton, could have stimulated the ocean's "biological pump" in this way [Broecker and Peng, 1982; McElroy, 1983; Broecker and Henderson, 1998 ]. Shortly thereafter, simple box models of the ocean carbon cycle showed that the pCO 2 of the atmosphere is extremely sensitive to the biological pump in high latitudes and insensitive to low-latitude forcing [Knox and McElroy, 1984; Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984; Siegenthaler and Wenk, 1984] . The observation that iron availability limits phytoplankton growth in remote parts of the ocean such as the Southern Ocean [Martin and Fitzwater, 1988] provided a mechanism by which the high-latitude biological pump could have intensified in a dustier [Peteet et al., 1990] , more iron-rich glacial climate. A current form of this idea is for glacial dust to stimulate the rate of nitrogen fixation [Falkowski, 1997; Broecker and Henderson, 1998 ], increasing the ocean pool of NO 3 Ϫ . A second class of mechanisms to lower glacial pCO 2 is to change the pH of the whole ocean, converting seawater CO 2 into HCO 3 Ϫ and CO 3 ϭ , which are unable to evaporate into the atmosphere. The pH of the ocean is controlled by a mechanism known as CaCO 3 compensation; any imbalance between the influx of dissolved CaCO 3 from chemical weathering on land and the removal of CaCO 3 by burial in the deep sea will act to change ocean pH until the flux balance is restored. It is more difficult to preserve CaCO 3 in an acidic ocean. The timescale for ocean pH adjustment is 5-10 kyr, similar to the timescale of the recorded pCO 2 changes and definitely within the 100-kyr glacial/interglacial timescale. If (1) the glacial rate of weathering were higher, (2) CaCO 3 deposition currently occurring in shallow waters were shifted to the deep sea [Berger, 1982; Berger and Keir, 1984; Opdyke and Walker, 1992; Kleypas, 1997] , or (3) the rate of CaCO 3 production decreased [Keir, 1988; Archer and Maier-Reimer, 1994; Sigman et al., 1998 ], CaCO 3 burial efficiency would increase and the ocean would become more basic. If organic carbon production increased, its degradation in sediments would also promote calcite dissolution [Emerson and Bender, 1981] , further increasing ocean pH [Archer and Maier-Reimer, 1994] . CaCO 3 compensation may also affect the pCO 2 response to the biological pump scenarios described above [Broecker and Peng, 1987; Boyle, 1988b; Keir, 1988; Sigman et al., 1998 ].
We use an improved model of the ocean and sediment geochemical system to evaluate the effect of CaCO 3 compensation on these various ideas for lowering the pCO 2 of the glacial atmosphere. The ocean carbon cycle is a complicated system, controlled by biological processes we are only beginning to understand. Thus the formulation of the model is not completely constrained by our understanding of the underlying processes. Furthermore, we use the model to predict the sensitivity of the carbon cycle to climate and geochemical conditions which we are unable to observe except indirectly via clues preserved in the sedimentary record. The model, however, is the best that we are currently able to produce and does constrain the possibilities for the glacial carbon cycle. The model incorporates a new sedimentary diagenesis component which simulates the role of CaCO 3 compensation in determining atmospheric pCO 2 , and a new iron cycle component, which predicts the effect of atmospheric iron deposition on carbon uptake by photosynthesis.
A MODEL OF THE OCEAN CARBON CYCLE: A GEOCHEMICAL PRIMER
This section constitutes a review of ocean geochemistry and the means by which it is incorporated into a numerical model. Table 1 summarizes the pertinent geochemistry, and Table 2 summarizes the hypotheses we will be testing. Some readers familiar with ocean chemistry may wish to turn directly to section 3.
Ocean Circulation
The flow of waters in the ocean, and the resulting exchange between the deep sea and the surface ocean, play a central role in determining the partitioning of carbon between the atmosphere and the ocean [Heinze et al., 1991] and the exchange time between the two (including the timescale for uptake of fossil fuel CO 2 in the coming centuries). The driving forces for ocean flow are (1) friction with winds and (2) density contrasts generated by differential heat and freshwater fluxes between the tropics and the poles. Much of the flow energy in the ocean is contained in 10-to 100-km-scale eddies [Semtner and Chervin, 1992] , analogous dynamically to storms in the atmosphere. Unfortunately, the computational cost of resolving eddies is too high to include them in modeling studies which encompass the thousand-year overturning timescale of the ocean. Even without resolving eddies, the nonlinear terms in the fundamental equations of geophysical fluid motion are quite expensive to integrate over this time span. We show results from the large-scale geostrophic (LSG) global circulation model , which parameterizes the effects of the eddy circulation field as diffusion and ignores many of the nonlinear inertial components of the equations of fluid flow, allowing a time step of a month on a computational grid that is 3.5Њ horizontally and on which there are 11 grid cells in the vertical, ranging from 50 m thick at the surface to 1000 m in the abyss. The LSG model clearly misses whole classes of sub-grid-scale motions, but it is particularly useful for reproducing the deep, long timescale circulation of the ocean. The LSG model resolves the seasonal cycle, but at the end of a model spin-up, the annual mean velocity field is recorded and used to advect tracers in an off-line tracer advection and geochemistry model called HAMOCC2 (Hamburg ocean carbon cycle) [Maier-Reimer and Bacastow, 1990] . The time step is a year, allowing easy access to the thousand-year timescales of interest for the global geochemistry of the ocean.
Ocean circulation during glacial time differed from today because the heat and freshwater fluxes, which determine the sea surface density field, were different. Deep-sea circulation is reconstructed using sedimentary "proxy" tracers which record past water conditions. Surface-and deep-living foraminifera leave geochemical proxies (as, for example, isotopic composition of carbon or boron or the concentrations of trace elements such as cadmium and barium) of the nutrient and CO 2 concentrations of the waters in which they grew [Boyle, 1988a; Duplessy et al., 1988; Lea and Boyle, 1990; Sanyal et al., 1995] . The chemistry of the deep Atlantic and Pacific, today distinguished from each other by the formation of freshly ventilated deep water in the North Atlantic, was more homogeneous during glacial time [Curry and Lohmann, 1982; Duplessy et al., 1988; Boyle, 1992; Lea, 1993] . As a result, the distribution of CaCO 3 on the seafloor was more uniform in the glacial ocean than it is today [Berger, 1973; Broecker and Peng, 1982; Broecker, 1993a] . Regional changes in the North Atlantic are well documented by an abundance of well-preserved CaCO 3 in the sediment and show that the depth of the transition between North Atlantic Deep Water and Antarctic Bottom Water was shallower, reflecting a shift in the relative densities of the northern and southern source waters or a decrease in the rate of deep convection in the North Atlantic. Circulation changes in the North Pacific [Lynch-Stieglitz and Fairbanks, 1994; Keigwin, 1998 ] and Ϫ pool of the ocean by 50%: This attains glacial pCO 2 , but only for a few thousand years, until CaCO 3 compensation lowers the pH of the ocean. This scenario requires a major change in the biochemistry of phytoplankton during glacial time: the N:P (Redfield) ratio. CO 3 ϭ pump scenarios These ideas are supported by paleo-pH tracers (boron isotopes), but we have difficulty explaining how the implied glacial ocean pH increase was attained. Coral reef hypothesis: Lower sea level decreases in shallow-water CaCO 3 deposition, driving an increased CaCO 3 deposition in the deep sea. The increased ocean pH required to do this would lower pCO 2 . However, deepsea CaCO 3 burial rates from sediment cores do not appear to be high enough during glacial time. Rain ratio hypothesis: A decrease in CaCO 3 production, or an increase in organic carbon production, could shift ocean pH. A doubling of ocean H 4 SiO 4 inventory could explain this, but we are unable to rationalize doubling H 4 SiO 4 . The predicted distribution of CaCO 3 on the seafloor is a poor fit to observations. the Southern Ocean ] are more difficult to document because of the paucity of CaCO 3 in the sediments in these locations. [Stumm and Morgan, 1981] . Most of the dissolved carbon in seawater is in the form of bicarbonate. Carbonate ion is the form which controls the dissolution of CaCO 3 , and dissolved CO 2 is the form which participates in gas exchange with the atmosphere. The pH equilibrium reactions of the carbonate buffer system can be simplified somewhat by defining two conservative quantities, the alkalinity and the total CO 2 concentration. Alkalinity is a charge balance condition, calculated from the proton-absorbing capacity of weak acids (mostly carbon and boron) relative to the specific end point where all the carbon is in undissociated form:
Aqueous
Because the carbonate buffer equilibrium can be written as
additions of CO 2 , such as by gas exchange, do not affect the alkalinity of the solution. The total CO 2 ,
does respond to gas exchange but is conservative to changes in pH. The advantage of representing the chemistry of seawater using alkalinity and total CO 2 is that both are conservative to mixing, like simple tracers. These defined tracers are used both in the water column and in the sediment pore water components of the ocean model. The concentrations of CO 2 or CO 3 ϭ can be calculated from the alkalinity and total CO 2 values and are used to determine gas exchange and CaCO 3 equilibrium. The pCO 2 of a gas phase in equilibrium with a parcel of seawater increases with increasing total CO 2 concentration but decreases with increasing alkalinity.
Because the sea surface temperature and chemistry are heterogeneous, the steady state pCO 2 of the atmosphere is determined by balancing the regional fluxes across the air-sea interface. The situation is complicated further by differing exchange times of surface waters with waters of the deep sea, which is the largest ocean reservoir for CO 2 . Simple box models of the ocean circulation (which impose circulation and exchange fluxes between a handful of well-mixed water masses in the ocean and allow for gas exchange with the atmosphere) have been used to develop a theory called the "high-latitude outcrop model" for the interaction of CO 2 between the ocean and the atmosphere [Knox and McElroy, 1984; Sarmiento and Toggweiler, 1984; Siegenthaler and Wenk, 1984] . The idea is that mixing between warm tropical surface waters and the deep sea is impeded by strong density stratification. In high latitudes the temperature contrast is less extreme between surface and deep, and water exchange is therefore easier. Because the high-latitude surface ocean is buffered by the great water mass of the ocean, the deep sea, the high latitudes are able to overwhelm the tropical surface ocean, which acts like a shallow, isolated pan of warm water, in determining pCO 2 . In box models of the ocean the highlatitude surface ocean essentially controls the pCO 2 of the atmosphere; complete nutrient depletion in highlatitude surface waters generates pCO 2 of ϳ150 atm, even lower than our glacial target of 200 atm.
Three-dimensional ocean general circulation models (GCMs) for carbon cycle modeling do not exhibit the same high-latitude sensitivity as the box models [Heinze and Broecker, 1995; Bacastow, 1996; Broecker et al., 1999; . For this reason, the GCM used here predicts much higher pCO 2 when nutrients are depleted in high latitudes than the 150 atm the box models would predict. The difference is vertical mixing, which provides a direct connection between the tropical surface ocean and the deep sea in GCMs which is absent from box models . Vertical diffusion in the z-coordinate ocean circulation models is dominated by numerical mixing as fluid flows from one level to another of the computational grid. A new type of ocean circulation model has been formulated which discretizes the water column on density, or isopycnal, surfaces rather than on grid points of uniform depth [Hu, 1991] , avoiding most of the vertical cross-grid flow and associated numerical diffusion. Isopycnic ocean carbon cycle models are expected to be more sensitive to the biological pump than z-coordinate models , if the vertical diffusion rate is specified to be low.
The question is, Which type of model best describes the real ocean? Field estimates of vertical mixing in the real ocean are contradictory. Turbulence microstructure measurements [Gargett and Holloway, 1984] and deliberate SF 6 tracer injection experiments [Ledwell et al., 1993] find low rates of diffusion, similar to the thermocline diffusivity used in the isopycnic model [Hu, 1996] . However, the density stratification of the thermocline and deep sea [Munk and Wunsch, 1998 ] and various geochemical measurements near the sea surface (such as oxygen [Spitzer and Jenkins, 1989] and helium concentrations [Jenkins, 1988] ; measured rates of biological productivity [Jenkins and Wallace, 1992; Emerson et al., 1997] ; and ocean distribution of natural and bomb radiocarbon [Joos et al., 1997] ) imply a higher mean vertical diffusivity, similar to the rate of numerical mixing of the z-coordinate models. The discrepancy might be due to intense mixing near ocean boundaries and topography [Munk and Wunsch, 1998] or to transport within mesoscale eddies near the sea surface [McGillicuddy and Robinson, 1997; Archer, 1998, 2000] . A low rate of vertical diffusion is found to be optimal for simulating the density structure of the thermocline and the heat transport of the ocean [Hu, 1996] , but z-coordinate GCMs with higher diffusivity do a fine job of simulating geochemical tracers which ought to be sensitive to diffusion (e.g., 14 C concentration of tropical surface waters and the global rate of biological export production). Until the long-term large-scale diffusivity of the real ocean is constrained to within a factor of 2 or so, we must regard the high-latitude pCO 2 sensitivity of the real ocean as an open question. If the real ocean is less diffusive than the numerical diffusion in the zcoordinate models, then achieving glacial pCO 2 values would be easier than what we present.
Organic Carbon Production and Export to the Deep Sea
Biological activity and its effect on the chemistry of seawater also play a fundamental role in determining the ocean/atmosphere partitioning of carbon. Photosynthetic phytoplankton in surface waters incorporate dissolved CO 2 into their tissue. These particles sink into the deep ocean to decompose back to CO 2 . This process, called the biological pump [Volk and Hoffert, 1985] , maintains a contrast in water chemistry between surface and subsurface waters. Because the atmosphere only sees the surface of the ocean, the biological pump decreases the pCO 2 of the atmosphere relative to what we would expect from an abiotic ocean (a thought experiment known in the business as the "Strangelove" ocean). The extent to which photosynthesis can draw down the CO 2 concentration of surface waters is limited by the availability of nutrients (what gardeners call fertilizers) including NO 3 Ϫ , PO 4 3Ϫ , H 4 SiO 4 , and various trace metals. As sinking biogenic particles degrade in the water column and in the sediments, they release their nutrients, maintaining a chemical gradient between surface and subsurface waters, just as for carbon.
The rate of carbon export as sinking particles from surface waters can be no greater than the rate of nutrient transport by upwelling of nutrient-rich deep water to the sea surface [Dugdale and Goering, 1967] . The ratio of NO 3 Ϫ to PO 4 3Ϫ in subsurface waters (about 16:1) is very similar to their proportions in living phytoplankton [Redfield, 1942] . In many parts of the surface ocean, residual PO 4 3Ϫ is present after NO 3 Ϫ is depleted [Fanning, 1992; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997] . One proposal for lowering glacial pCO 2 is to raise the NO 3 Ϫ inventory of the glacial ocean until the biological pump reaches limitation by PO 4 3Ϫ , increasing the capacity of the biological pump [Falkowski, 1997] . A more radical proposal is to raise the NO 3 Ϫ inventory and release plankton from PO 4 3Ϫ limitation, by assuming that the plankton N/P ratio follows the chemistry of the seawater in which they grow [Broecker and Henderson, 1998 ]. This would allow a much larger increase in the strength of the biological pump.
The availability of iron plays a major role in the geochemistry of the oceans [Martin and Fitzwater, 1988; Coale et al., 1996] . While many parts of the ocean have nutrient concentrations near zero (i.e., limiting), other parts of the surface ocean retain significant concentrations of PO 4 3Ϫ and NO 3 Ϫ . In particular, the North Pacific, the equatorial Pacific, and the Southern Ocean stand out as "high-nutrient low-chlorophyll" (HNLC) areas [Levitus et al., 1993] . Iron is relatively insoluble in seawater, and so its concentration in upwelling seawater may be depleted relative to PO 4 3Ϫ and NO 3 Ϫ by loss of iron. The ocean iron cycle is replenished by atmospheric deposition as dust, the rate of which varies widely over the world oceans. Iron fertilization experiments, first in bottles of living surface seawater [Martin and Fitzwater, 1988] and then in unconfined in situ patches of water near the Galapagos Islands [Martin et al., 1994; Coale et al., 1996] , have shown fairly decisively that at least in the equatorial Pacific the efficiency of the biological pump is limited by the availability of iron. Pelagic phytoplankton are thought to require an atom of iron for every 50,000 -400,000 atoms of carbon [Brand, 1991; Sunda et al., 1991; Sunda and Huntsman, 1995] .
The model in this study carries a suite of geochemical tracers intended to allow us to predict biological activity and the CO 2 concentration of surface waters (O 2 , total CO 2 , alkalinity, nutrient, Fe, H 4 SiO 4 , ␦ 13 C, and ⌬ 14 C). The model-predicted rate of organic carbon export production from the surface layer is based on the following assumptions. Acknowledging the near-parallel behavior of NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4 3Ϫ as nutrient tracers, the model only maintains one of the two. We can simulate the proposed glacial shift to NO 3 Ϫ limitation, or a change in the Redfield ratio of NO 3 Ϫ to PO 4
3Ϫ
, by changing the ocean inventory in dissolved nutrient. Atmospheric dust supplies iron to the sea surface based on the present-day or the glacial simulations from Mahowald et al. [1999] . Total organic carbon export production is limited by NO 3 Ϫ or Fe, whichever is in shortest supply (Appendix 1). Light limitation is parameterized by decreasing the efficiency of nutrient and iron uptake in high latitudes [Maier-Reimer and Bacastow, 1990] .
CaCO 3 and Opal Production
The pH-controlling mechanism, CaCO 3 compensation, is driven by the production and burial of CaCO 3 . CaCO 3 is produced biologically, mostly in surface waters in association with photosynthesis. Rates of biological production vary widely in the oceans, and the reasons for this are not well understood and impossible to model mechanistically. However, some order emerges: The yields of organic carbon and CaCO 3 caught in sediment traps (which are like "rain gauges" on ocean moorings for catching sinking particles) are fairly well correlated, with a tendency toward a higher organic C:CaCO 3 ratio in regions of high production, such coastal upwelling zones, and cold places like the Southern Ocean [Archer, 1996b] . Factors which influence the organic C:CaCO 3 production ratio in the model include temperature and H 4 SiO 4 availability.
A majority of the CaCO 3 is produced by coccolithophorid phytoplankton. Coccoliths compete against diatoms (algae which produce shells of opal (amorphous SiO 2 )) for NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4
3Ϫ
. Si (in the form H 4 SiO 4 ) is typically depleted before NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4 3Ϫ in surface waters, leading to the conventional wisdom that under conditions of abundant dissolved H 4 SiO 4 and iron, diatoms are able to outcompete coccoliths for NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4 3Ϫ [Goldman, 1984] . Therefore the H 4 SiO 4 concentration of surface waters also plays some part in the rate of CaCO 3 production, because if H 4 SiO 4 is available diatoms will get the NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4 3Ϫ . In the model, opaline SiO 2 production is limited by the availability of H 4 SiO 4 or by the limiting soft-tissue nutrient, NO 3 Ϫ or Fe. Using ideas developed by Heinze et al. [1999] , the model assumes that opal sinks out of the surface ocean associated with NO 3 Ϫ , which is therefore unavailable to support the production of CaCO 3 . Although the ratio of Si to N in diatoms varies in the real ocean, we adopt the Nelson et al. [1995] value of 1:1 as a global mean. After the Si-associated NO 3
Ϫ uptake is determined, we make the simplifying assumption that the nondiatom organic matter will be associated with CaCO 3 in a fixed ratio, which is determined by fit to the global distribution of alkalinity in the ocean. Overall, the relative production rates of organic C and CaCO 3 seem to be about 5:1 [Li et al., 1969] . Details are given in Appendix 1.
Most of the organic particles produced in surface waters decompose in the water column not too far from the sea surface. This can be measured using sediment traps [Martin et al., 1987] and checked using numerical models such as the one we present here. As sinking material decomposes, it releases its associated soft-tissue nutrients NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4
, and apparently iron [Johnson et al., 1997] , while maintaining a greater proportion of SiO 2 and CaCO 3 in slowly dissolving shells. Sediment trap fluxes typically show little attenuation of the sinking flux of the CaCO 3 mineral calcite with depth [Tsunogai and Noriki, 1991] , while the mineral aragonite appears to dissolve in the upper water column [Betzer et al., 1984] . The global production rate of CaCO 3 required by the ocean surface/deep alkalinity contrast is roughly a factor of 3 higher than the average allowable CaCO 3 rain rate to the seafloor required by the sediment diagenesis models (described below). We accommodate this need by allowing 30% of the CaCO 3 produced to sink to the seafloor with no attenuation and setting a 2000-m scale depth for the remainder.
Sinking SiO 2 also dissolves in the water column, more quickly in warmer waters than in colder waters. We use the analysis of Gnanadesikan [1999] , who condensed a wide range of laboratory and field-based estimates of dissolution rates to the formula
and showed that this dissolution rate R coupled with a sinking rate of 50 m d Ϫ1 did a good job of reproducing the observed distribution of H 4 SiO 4 in the world ocean.
The model also includes water-column release and scavenging of iron, based on the analysis of Johnson et al. [1997] and Archer and Johnson [2000] . Iron is released from sinking degrading organic matter along with NO 3 Ϫ and CO 2 . In solution, iron appears to be removed by precipitation of colloidal particles or adsorption of iron onto existing particles (vaguely called "scavenging"), slowly at low Fe concentrations and faster as Fe exceeds a concentration of 0.6 nM. This behavior is apparently caused by complexation of the relatively insoluble Fe 3ϩ by nanomolar concentrations of Fe-binding organic compounds detected and characterized by Rue and Bruland [1995] . The iron-binding strength of these compounds is similar to ligands produced by bacteria, algae, and fungi in terrestrial and freshwater systems, and an increase in the ligand concentration following iron addition in the open equatorial Pacific [Rue and Bruland, 1997] attests to the biological source of the open-ocean ligand species as well. The speciation of Fe 3ϩ is calculated based on the depth-dependent distribution of two ligands detected by Rue and Bruland [1995] , with observed binding constants
13 and K L2 ϭ 3.0 ϫ 10 11 . The rate of scavenging is assumed to be proportional to the concentration of unchelated Fe 3ϩ with a rate constant (determined by model tuning) of 0.8 year
Ϫ1
. Excess iron in surface waters (beyond the NO 3 Ϫ supported biological uptake) is removed to prevent lateral transport. The ocean model incorporating these iron dynamics predicts a high rate of iron recycling in the ocean (ϳ70%), due entirely to the presence of these biogenic trace organic ligand species [Archer and Johnson, 2000] .
Sediment Diagenesis
Once the biogenic particles reach the sediments, a whole new suite of physical and chemical processes controls their fate. We are interested in the burial of CaCO 3 , which controls the pH of the ocean, and SiO 2 , because H 4 SiO 4 may play a role in determining CaCO 3 production. Most organic soft tissue reaching the seafloor degrades before it can be buried, and removal of carbon by organic matter burial is neglected by the model. However, organic carbon degradation plays a major role in CaCO 3 dissolution, necessitating its discussion here.
Solids in surface sediments are stirred by the actions of benthic deposit feeders, which ingest sediment wholesale to obtain a tiny fraction of the available organic matter there. Carbon 14 and 210 Pb in the solid phase document that the effect of solid mixing by bioturbation is analogous to diffusion acting over the top 5-20 cm of solid, with a diffusion constant D B of 10 -1000 cm 2 kyr Ϫ1 . These figures translate to a characteristic mixing time of hundreds of years [Cochran and Krishnaswami, 1980] .
Within the surface sediments the chemistry of the pore water between the solid grains controls the rates of chemical reactions such as CaCO 3 and SiO 2 dissolution. The chemistry of the overlying water is a boundary condition for the differential equations which describe the depth-dependent chemical concentrations of pore water [Berner, 1980a] . This physics allows the rate of molecular diffusion to affect the rates of many sedimentary reactions, including the oxygen consumption by organic carbon respiration, and dissolution of CaCO 3 and SiO 2 .
The interplay between organic carbon degradation and calcite dissolution is rather complicated, especially under high organic rain or low overlying water oxygen conditions. Oxic organic carbon degradation (respiration) produces CO 2 , an acid, which reacts with pore water CO 3 ϭ , promoting the dissolution of CaCO 3 . In contrast, anaerobic organic carbon degradation has a smaller effect on the dissolution of CaCO 3 since electron acceptors such as NO 3 Ϫ (denitrification), MnO 2 , Fe 3ϩ solids, and SO 4 3Ϫ produce mostly HCO 3 Ϫ rather than CO 2 . If the reduction products of these reactions, for example, dissolved reduced manganese (Mn 2ϩ ), diffuse upward and react with O 2 , the net source of protons to the pore waters will be the same in most cases as if the initial respiration were oxic, but the depth distribution of the proton source will be different [Canfield, 1989] .
The interesting behavior of the sediment model, with respect to atmospheric pCO 2 , is found in the high organic carbon domain where suboxic diagenesis becomes important. We have addressed this need by incorporating into the ocean model a sediment diagenesis model for organic carbon, calcite, and opal which includes respiration by oxygen, nitrate, iron, manganese, and sulfate [Froelich et al., 1979] . The model diffusion/reaction equations and reaction kinetics are similar to previously published organic diagenesis models [e.g., Burdige and Geiskes, 1983; van Cappellen and Wang, 1996] . Model equations and reaction rate kinetics are given in Appendix 2, and concentration profiles of the model are compared with data in Figure 3 .
CaCO 3 Compensation
We are now in a position to consider the details of the CaCO 3 mechanism for buffering the pH of the ocean. After an equilibration time of order 10,000 years, CaCO 3 compensation will have a profound impact on the effectiveness of any of the proposed mechanisms for generating glacial pCO 2 that we will consider. The idea is based on the mass balance of dissolved CaCO 3 flowing into the oceans from weathering and the removal of CaCO 3 from the ocean by burial. CaCO 3 is a base, and CaCO 3 dissolution on the seafloor will increase in an acidic ocean, at the expense of burial. An imbalance between sources and sinks of CaCO 3 to the ocean will drive the pH of the ocean toward restoring balance; for example, excess input of dissolved CaCO 3 will tend to drive the pH of the ocean toward the basic, increasing CaCO 3 accumulation on the seafloor until the rates return to balance. A basic ocean decreases pCO 2 .
The solubility of CaCO 3 increases with increasing pressure, which tends to make the deepest waters of the ocean corrosive to CaCO 3 . Because of this, CaCO 3 is preserved on topographic highs such as the mid-ocean ridges and tends to redissolve deep in the abyss [Broecker and Takahashi, 1978] . A map of CaCO 3 sediments resembles snowcapped mountains. Deep waters of the ocean accumulate CO 2 from decaying organic matter, making them more corrosive to CaCO 3 . Recently formed deep waters in the Atlantic are less acidic than older Pacific deep waters, and the CaCO 3 "snow line" (called the carbonate compensation depth, or CCD) is deeper in the Atlantic than in the Pacific [Archer, 1996a] . The depth of the CCD is determined by the kinetics of dissolution from sediments. In the limit of infinitely fast dissolution kinetics the CCD would coincide exactly with [Froelich et al., 1979] . the saturation horizon, but in the real world the CCD is found at some degree of undersaturation [Archer, 1996a] .
CaCO 3 compensation can thus be quantified by combining the chemistry of the water column, which encompasses ocean circulation and biology, and of the dynamics of the sediments. The timescale for CaCO 3 compensation in the numerical model, calculated as the e-folding time for the model burial rate to relax to the imposed weathering input following fossil fuel invasion scenarios (acidifying the ocean), was found to be 5-10 kyr [Archer et al., 1997] .
Control of the Ocean H 4 SiO 4 Inventory
The H 4 SiO 4 concentration of the ocean, 150 M in the deep Pacific, is considerably lower than the laboratory-measured solubility of biogenic opal (close to 1000 M at 0ЊC [Hurd et al., 1979] ) and closer to the solubility for silicate clay minerals found in deep-sea sediments [Sillen, 1967] . For sedimentary clays to control the H 4 SiO 4 concentration of the oceans, however, there would have to be a significant rate of Si uptake into clays. This process, called "reverse weathering," occurs too slowly for clays to be the primary controller of the ocean Si concentration. Therefore geochemists assume that the H 4 SiO 4 concentration is maintained below saturation (with the relevant solid phase, biogenic opal) by biological Si uptake and burial in the oceans.
The mechanism that controls the concentration of Si in the world ocean is analogous to the CaCO 3 compensation mechanism for buffering ocean pH. Ocean chemistry is regulated by the requirement that burial in sediment balance influx due to terrestrial weathering. The concentration of H 4 SiO 4 in the ocean functions as the homeostat, relaxing to the value at which SiO 2 burial balances supply by weathering. The residence time of Si in the model (the timescale for Si adjustment) can be calculated as the inventory (142 ϫ 10 15 mol) divided by the weathering rate (6 ϫ 10 12 mol yr
Ϫ1
) to be 18 kyr. Increasing the H 4 SiO 4 concentration of the model ocean increases roughly linearly the rate of SiO 2 production and sinking to the seafloor. Once the SiO 2 lands on the seafloor, its preservation, always thermodynamically unfavorable, is a matter of competing kinetics of dissolution and removal from the undersaturated ocean by burial. The outcome of this competition can be predicted by the sediment diagenesis model. The simplest version of the model (Occam's favorite!) would take the solubility of the raining opal and its dissolution kinetics to be constant everywhere, varying only the rain rates and the overlying water chemistry to predict the distribution and burial of SiO 2 . However, this model predicts that the opal concentration in sediments ought to scale with the opal rain rate squared, whereas it is observed that the opal concentration is nearly independent of opal rain rate until the rain rate reaches very high values, such as in the Southern Ocean [Archer et al., 1993] . The culprit may be the solubility of opal, which can be determined from the pore water H 4 SiO 4 concentration, in contact with measureable SiO 2 , from deep enough in the sediment (10 -20 cm) to be effectively isolated from diffusive contact with ocean water [Archer et al., 1993] . This apparent SiO 2 solubility is found to vary systematically with the opal rain rate throughout the world oceans (Figure 4) , as if the SiO 2 from productive regions were more soluble than SiO 2 from Si-starved areas. Archer et al. [1993] showed that the SiO 2 diagenesis model is able to reproduce the observed insensitivity of opal concentration and burial to opal rain rate over the observed range of tropical and subtropical SiO 2 rain rates, when the relationship between productivity and . Apparent SiO 2 solubility, diagnosed from pore water profiles of dissolved Si in contact with measurable biogenic SiO 2 and at a depth of 10 -20 cm in the sediment, effectively isolated from diffusive contact with the overlying water. SiO 2 produced in oligotrophic waters appears to be less soluble than SiO 2 from productive regions like the Southern Ocean. Data are from Archer et al. [1993] and van Cappellen and Qiu [1997] . Solid line is model parameterization.
solubility is included as a driver to the sediment model. Our ignorance of the mechanisms controlling SiO 2 solubility leaves us uncomfortable with including it here in a predictive model, but at least the model reproduces the observed dependence of SiO 2 burial to SiO 2 production. The simpler (Occam's) model would predict that the global ocean burial rate of SiO 2 would be more sensitive to the ocean Si content than does the model we show here.
MODEL APPLICATIONS

The Present-Day Ocean
The present-day ocean simulation provides a benchmark to evaluate glacial scenarios. The circulation field was generated using an adjoint to the LSG circulation model designed to minimize the difference between model phosphate concentration and core-top sedimentary Cd and ␦ 13 C data (the same technique generated the LGM flow field, below). The model has been ground truthed to "ventilation" tracers (sensitive to contact with the atmosphere) such as 14 C and oxygen [Maier-Reimer, 1993] . Several model-or data-based maps of atmospheric iron deposition are available [Duce and Tindale, 1991; Tegen et al., 1996] . We use the present-day and glacial deposition field from Mahowald et al. [1999] . Only some fraction of the depositing iron is likely to be available to the biota, and we treat this fraction as a tunable parameter. A fraction of 6% produces the observed abundance of NO 3 Ϫ in surface waters, distributed as in Figure 5 . The pCO 2 of the model atmosphere in the steady state is 276 atm, close to the preanthropogenic value of 278 atm. Another parameter is the weathering rate of dissolved CaCO 3 added to the ocean; this parameter is tuned to reproduce the present-day observed deposition rate of CaCO 3 in the deep sea ( Figure 6a ) and results in the distribution of CaCO 3 on the seafloor shown in Figure 6c . Summaries of the characteristics of all model runs are given in Tables 3 and 4 .
The Glacial Ocean: The Model Starting Point
The glacial ocean differed from the present-day in several well-known ways, which we attempt to account for here, in construction of a glacial baseline model.
The glacial ocean was colder at the sea surface. Highlatitude surface air temperatures (based on the Greenland ice core) were 10Њ-15Њ colder than at present, but the freezing point of water limits the expression of this colder climate on the upper ocean physics to an expansion of the cover of sea ice and near-freezing water. The tropics were also somewhat colder than today, although the magnitude of tropical cooling remains a point of some controversy. Estimates of tropical cooling seem to fall into a bimodal distribution, with one set of tracers (including species of planktonic microfossils preserved [Climate: Long-Range Investigation, Mapping, and Prediction (CLIMAP) Project Members, 1981] , the oxygen isotopic ratio in CaCO 3 [Broecker, 1993a] , and the chemistry of plankton membrane lipids preserved in sediments [Bard et al., 1997] ) pointing to a cooling of only 1Њ-2ЊC and others (Sr/Ca in corals [Guilderson et al., 1994] , noble gas concentrations in terrestrial aquafers [Stute et al., 1995] , and tropical snow lines [Rind and Peteet, 1985] ) saying the temperature changes were larger (4Њ-6ЊC). We will assume a tropical temperature 2ЊC colder than the CLIMAP reconstruction ( Figure 7 ) and evaluate the sensitivity to that uncertainty (straight CLIMAP and CLIMAP Ϫ4ЊC in the tropics [see Winguth et al., 1999] ). The direct effect of cooler tropics would be to lower the pCO 2 of the atmosphere by increasing the solubility of CO 2 gas.
Changing patterns of heat and freshwater fluxes also affected the circulation of the deep sea, which can be reconstructed using a suite of paleoceanographic "proxies" for past ocean chemistry. We use the best available glacial ocean flow field, called the "glacial second guess" velocities, based on glacial sedimentary 13 C and Cd/Ca data. The glacial flow field, like the interglacial field, was optimized by tuning the sea surface salinity field using an adjoint to the LSG circulation model . Overturning in the North Atlantic is shallower and about 30% slower than the interglacial flow field (Figure 8) . One of the more prominent features of the glacial ␦ 13 C distribution is extremely light values in the Southern Ocean (corresponding to high-nutrient, lowoxygen waters). These data are apparently inconsistent with glacial Cd data [Boyle, 1992; Broecker, 1993a] , and the adjoint fit to the glacial ocean is unable to reconcile the two tracers.
There were differences in the bulk chemistry of the glacial ocean that we can also anticipate. Coral deposits from glacial time tell us that continental ice sheets sequestered enough water to lower the sea level by 120 m [Fairbanks, 1989] . Thus the concentrations of conservative salts and long-residence-time elements such as phosphorus increase by 3.14%; we assume that NO 3 Ϫ increased as well. This smaller size of the oceanic reservoir, and the decreasing solubility of CO 2 with increasing salinity, tend to increase atmospheric pCO 2 , offsetting somewhat the pCO 2 drawdown associated with cooler sea surface temperatures.
The first step is to run the model until the water column and atmosphere reach steady conditions. Although the glacial iron deposition map increases the iron flux to the sea surface by a factor of 2.5 [Mahowald et al., 1999] (a bit lower than the Rea [1994] estimate based on deep-sea sediments), most of this increase goes to regions that already receive sufficient iron (i.e., are NO 3 Ϫ limited). The steady inventory of sea surface NO 3 Ϫ (surface to 50 m depth) decreases from 110 ϫ 10 12 mol in the present-day simulation to 80 ϫ 10 12 mol in the LGM baseline case, in a distribution shown in Figure 5c . A combination of colder sea surface temperatures and higher iron availability conspire to lower the pCO 2 of the atmosphere to 268 atm, a decrease of 8 atm from the present-day simulation (Table 3 and Figure 9 ). Next we account for changes in water chemistry that result from CaCO 3 and SiO 2 compensation, the ocean's way of balancing the CaCO 3 and SiO 2 removal rate against weathering. Although rates of weathering are not well known for the glacial world, our baseline assumption is that they were the same as today, and we will evaluate the sensitivity of pCO 2 to weathering fluxes below. We solve for the sediment-compensated steady state by adding or removing CO 3 ϭ and H 4 SiO 4 until the burial rates of CaCO 3 and SiO 2 are restored to the rates predicted by the present-day model (22 and 8 ϫ 10 12 mol yr Ϫ1 , respectively) while evolving the steady states of the water column and atmosphere in response.
The LGM increase in iron deposition tends to increase all forms of biological production, including CaCO 3 . Also, increasing the production of SiO 2 (by iron fertilization) and decreasing SiO 2 redissolution in the water column (by lowering tropical sea surface temperatures) increases SiO 2 burial by 70% (Table 4 ). The compensated ocean requires a 17% decrease in ocean H 4 SiO 4 (Table 4) , which has the effect of shifting production further toward CaCO 3 . In the steady state the global ratio of CaCO 3 to organic C production in the model has increased from 0.198 in the present-day model to 0.210 in the steady glacial baseline model (Table 3) . These changes tend to increase the production, deposition, and burial of CaCO 3 . CaCO 3 compensation then demands that the pH of the ocean decrease until CaCO 3 burial is restored to the present-day value. The required acidification of the ocean overwhelms the direct water-column effect of iron fertilization, increasing pCO 2 to 280 atm (4 atm higher than the presentday simulation). We are far away from the glacial target of 200 atm, and it gets worse.
3.2.1. Collapse of the terrestrial biosphere. It may be that the ocean had to accommodate changes in the carbon inventory of the terrestrial biosphere. The ratio of 13 C to 12 C in deep-sea CaCO 3 was approximately 0.4‰ lower during glacial time than at present [Shackleton, 1977; Curry et al., 1988] . The conventional interpretation is that during glacial time, some isotopically depleted biogenic organic carbon reservoir released approximately 40 ϫ 10 15 mol of carbon (500 Gt C), a 1% increase in the ocean/atmosphere carbon inventory. Possible sources include the terrestrial biomass (present inventory about 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C), soil organic carbon [Archer, 1996a] . (b) LGM reconstructed [Catubig et al., 1998 ]. (approximately 120 ϫ 10 15 mol), or sedimentary carbon on continental shelves, which were exposed during glacial time. Estimates of the change in the terrestrial biosphere based on models or reconstructions of the glacial world are generally higher than 40 ϫ 10 15 mol and range to 2 and 3 times the ␦ 13 C value [Crowley, 1995] .
The initial effect (before sediment compensation) of adding carbon to the atmosphere/ocean is to increase pCO 2 to 305 atm (about 40 atm per 40 ϫ 10 15 mol of C, the ␦ 13 C based default) ( Figure 9 and Table 3 ). Reaction with CaCO 3 tends to neutralize this added CO 2 , just as it will neutralize fossil fuel CO 2 in the coming centuries, resulting in an ultimate increase to 297 atm, an increase of 17 atm. We will conduct our exploration of glacial pCO 2 sensitivity under the assumption that the terrestrial biosphere contributed 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C to the ocean/atmosphere system, consistent with the ␦ 13 C results. The bottom line is that we are beginning our search for lower glacial pCO 2 from a "glacial baseline" pCO 2 of 297 atm, which is 20 atm higher than the present-day model value. Note that if the carbon came from marine organic matter stored in continental shelf sediments exposed by lowered sea level, and if this material contained a Redfield proportion of PO 4 3Ϫ , then the PO 4 3Ϫ concentration of the ocean should have increased by approximately 10%. Assuming a corresponding increase in NO 3 Ϫ , this lowers pCO 2 from 297 atm down to 295 atm after compensation.
The increase in CO 2 solubility in a colder glacial ocean, and the increase in iron deposition from the arid glacial climate, have been of only marginal help, and the terrestrial carbon reservoir if anything takes us in the wrong direction from reaching the glacial pCO 2 of 200 atm.
3.2.2. Tropical temperatures. In contrast to the terrestrial carbon contribution, the pCO 2 of the atmosphere is relatively insensitive to uncertainty in the temperature of the tropical sea surface; pCO 2 decreases by 5 atm as tropical temperatures cooled over 4ЊC ( Figure  9 ). However, tropical cooling alters biological production (organic carbon increases because of a decrease in stratification, and SiO 2 decreases because temperaturedependent SiO 2 dissolution kinetics decrease upper water column H 4 SiO 4 recycling) in ways which prompt sediment compensation to increase pCO 2 as tropical temperatures drop (reversing the trend). Even ignoring this effect, the sensitivity of pCO 2 to tropical cooling is small compared with our goal of 200 atm.
Biological Pump Scenarios
The first family of glacial pCO 2 scenarios, which has been on the table in various forms since the beginning, proposes an increase of the CO 2 contrast between surface ocean waters and the deep sea maintained by biological activity in the ocean. This would result in more carbon storage in the huge CO 2 reservoir of the deep sea. There are two possible strategies, outlined in Table  2 . One is to release the ocean from iron limitation, enabling it to utilize the existing inventories of NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4 3Ϫ more effectively. The second is to increase the inventory of NO 3 Ϫ by increasing nitrogen fixation or decreasing denitrification.
3.3.1. Iron fertilization. Iron appears to be limiting uptake of NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4 3Ϫ in surface waters of the equatorial Pacific, the North Pacific, and the Southern Ocean. Ice cores [Peteet et al., 1990] and deep-sea sediments [Rea, 1994] tell us that the deposition of dust was higher during glacial time, probably because the glacial world was more arid than today [Sarnthein, 1978; Mahowald et al., 1999] . The iron hypothesis for glacial pCO 2 is especially attractive when coupled to the high-latitude outcrop theory, which says that pCO 2 is particularly sensitive to forcing from the Southern Ocean. The discovery that the rate of iron deposition in the snows of Antarctica was an order of magnitude higher during glacial time [Peteet et al., 1990] tied the iron hypothesis and the high-latitude outcrop model into a neat bundle that is still very compelling and is in fact probably the canonical favorite scenario among the paleoceanographic community today. This scenario might work if the ocean behaves as a box model, but we shall see that the pCO 2 response of the GCM is too weak for fertilization to explain glacial pCO 2 .
3.3.1.1. Paleoceanographic evidence: Fe fertilization fits with the sequence but not the timing of events during the last two deglaciations [Sowers et al., 1991; Sowers and Bender, 1995] , and in particular termination II (the penultimate deglaciation) [Broecker and Henderson, 1998 ]. The first indication of termination II was a decrease in dust accumulation in Antarctic snow ( Figure  2 ). The pCO 2 remained steady at 200 atm until the dust began to decrease, when pCO 2 began to rise toward interglacial levels. Several thousand years after pCO 2 began to rise, 18 O of O 2 in the atmosphere tells us that the ice sheets began to melt. The sequence of termination I is similar but somewhat less clear [Sowers and Bender, 1995] . By 14.5 kyr the pCO 2 transition was 60% complete, while sea level was only 20% toward interglacial levels.
The sequence is consistent with pCO 2 increase caused by iron limitation in the Southern Ocean, but the timescale of the pCO 2 increase does not fit very well. The transition to interglacial pCO 2 took 7-14 kyr at termination II and 6 -7 kyr at termination I [Sowers and Bender, 1995] . The timescale for CO 2 equilibration be- tween the atmosphere and the ocean (neglecting secondorder effects like buffering by CaCO 3 ) is hundreds of years [Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann, 1987] . A biological pump scenario for increasing pCO 2 over a 10-kyr timescale would therefore have to be paced externally, say, by a 10-kyr timescale change in iron delivery, which is not obvious in the dust records.
Model results:
The glacial baseline model, using the Mahowald et al. [1999] iron deposition field, does not generate glacial pCO 2 . We can isolate the model sensitivity to iron by running the same model configuration (glacial flow and sea surface temperatures) using the present-day iron deposition field as a low extreme, and with complete iron saturation (NO 3 Ϫ limitation) as an upper bound (Table 3 ). In the initial water-column spin-up, present-day iron fluxes increased pCO 2 by 5 atm to 310 atm, while saturation of iron decreased pCO 2 by 26 atm to 279 atm (this result and all following assume 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C released from the terrestrial biosphere, consistent with ␦ 13 C). Sediment compensation tends to minimize the pCO 2 response to Fe deposition. An increase in production, for example, increases the global burial rate of CaCO 3 above the assumed constant weathering rate as it lowers pCO 2 (Table 4) . Balance between influx and burial of CaCO 3 is achieved by acidifying the ocean, increasing pCO 2 . Sediment compensation thus restores pCO 2 to 291 atm, restoring 12 of the 26 atm pCO 2 removed in response to the glacial increase in iron deposition. Iron fertilization by itself appears insufficient to drive pCO 2 to the glacial level of 200 atm, which is especially true if we accept the terrestrial carbon contribution of 40 ϫ 10 12 mol of C. The potential of the biological pump to decrease pCO 2 during glacial time, a mainstay of paleoceanographic theory [Broecker, 1982b] , is weakened by the effects of CaCO 3 compensation [Keir, 1988; Sigman et al., 1998 ].
Can we monkey with the glacial NO 3
؊ inventory? An astonishing feature of ocean chemistry is that the ratio of NO 3 Ϫ to PO 4 3Ϫ in deep waters is remarkably close to its ratio in living phytoplankton (this stoichiometry is known as the Redfield ratio [Redfield, 1942] ). PO 4 3Ϫ has the longer residence time in the ocean (approximately 100,000 years), determined by the rates of input by terrestrial weathering and removal by various mechanisms in sediments [Froelich et al., 1982] . NO 3 Ϫ has biological sources and sinks by conversion to and from the relatively inert form N 2 . Nitrogen fixation is the production of NH 4 from N 2 and occurs primarily in stratified nutrient-depleted tropical and subtropical surface waters [Capone et al., 1997] . Denitrification, the loss of NO 3 Ϫ to N 2 , is the microbial use of NO 3 Ϫ as an electron acceptor in anaerobic respiration. This occurs primarily in low-oxygen waters and in shallow-water coastal and continental margin sediments. The residence time of 
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NO 3 Ϫ is an order of magnitude shorter than it is for PO 4 3Ϫ (3-10 kyr). The shorter residence time of NO 3 Ϫ supports a "geochemist's" viewpoint that ultimately the inventory of PO 4 3Ϫ must be limiting to biological production, because NO 3 Ϫ can be generated relatively quickly (on geological timescales) by biological processes that might be responsive to PO 4 3Ϫ limitation, tending to maintain the ratio of NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4 3Ϫ in seawater close to the Redfield ratio. Many geochemists assume that if the PO 4 3Ϫ concentration of the ocean were higher, nitrogen fixers would take advantage of the opportunity to fix more nitrogen, driving the ocean NO 3 Ϫ concentration up toward Redfield balance with the inventory of ocean PO 4 3Ϫ . On the shorter term and on a smaller scale, however, the picture looks different; many parts of the surface ocean retain small concentrations of PO 4 3Ϫ even after NO 3 Ϫ has been exhausted [Fanning, 1992; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997] , leading to a "biologist's" conclusion that NO 3 Ϫ is limiting. The sources and sinks of NO 3 Ϫ may be sensitive to glacial timescale changes in climate and ocean chemistry [McElroy, 1983; Broecker and Henderson, 1998 ]. Nitrogen fixation requires iron as an enzyme cofactor, and metabolic iron requirements of nitrogen fixers are high [Falkowski, 1997] . Locations of nitrogen fixation in the ocean today can be diagnosed from historical measurements of NO 3 Ϫ and PO 4
3Ϫ
, as deviations in the NO 3 Ϫ to PO 4 3Ϫ ratio from the ocean mean [Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997] . These patterns reveal that nitrogen fixation occurs in tropical sea surface areas of abundant iron flux from continental dust, for example, in the subtropical Atlantic off the Sahara desert. The increased dustiness of the glacial world might favor nitrogen fixation, but a decrease in the area of warm tropical surface waters could decrease nitrogen fixation.
The global rate of denitrification depends on the oxygen concentration of the deep sea and the geometry of the seafloor relative to zones of low oxygen. An increase in the biological pump would tend to decrease oxygen concentrations, increasing denitrification. However, this tendency could be offset by a source of ventilated (high oxygen) waters to intermediate layers of the ocean where denitrification occurs today [Kennett and Ingram, 1995] . The best clue we have to the state of denitrification during glacial time comes from the isotopic composition of nitrogen. Denitrification is accompanied by a strong isotope effect (Ϫ30‰) which tends to enrich any unutilized NO 3 Ϫ in the heavier isotope 15 N. In sediments where denitrification occurs, all or most of the nitrate in the pore waters is consumed, leaving behind no residual nitrate to carry the isotopic signature of the fractionation [Brandes and Devol, 1997] . Water-column denitrification, in contrast, often proceeds only partially to completion, leaving behind an isotopic signature of denitrification that can be detected above the oxygen minimum zone waters in the eastern equatorial Pacific [Ganeshram et al., 1995] and the Arabian Sea [Altabet et al., 1995] . These signatures are missing from glacial sediments in these cores, implying a decrease in denitrification, perhaps because oxygen concentrations were higher in intermediate waters (at least in the North Pacific [Kennett and Ingram, 1995] Ϫ is completely consumed, and where therefore the fractionation associated with biological uptake (a different effect from denitrification fractionation) is not expressed. Oligotrophic sedimentary ␦ 15 NO 3 Ϫ from glacial time is ϩ5-6‰ (M. Altabet, personal communication, 1998) , similar to the ␦ 15 NO 3 Ϫ of the deep sea today [Altabet and Curry, 1989] , suggesting that the balance of sedimentary to water-column denitrification, globally, in the glacial ocean, was similar to today's ocean.
One proposal for generating low glacial pCO 2 is to increase the NO 3 Ϫ concentration of the ocean, until PO 4 3Ϫ becomes limiting [Falkowski, 1997] . The effect of releasing the ocean from NO 3 Ϫ limitation can be calculated from the potential sea surface PO 4 3Ϫ drawdown (from a present-day residual of, say, 0.1 mol kg Ϫ1 down to zero) divided by the deep-ocean value (2.5 mol kg Ϫ1 ), an increase in the effective global pool of ocean nutrient of order 4%.
A second possibility is that the ratio of NO 3 Ϫ to PO 4 3Ϫ in phytoplankton might be determined by the water chemistry, rather than the more traditional interpretation that it is the chemistry of phytoplankton that determines the chemistry of the ocean. Phytoplankton grown in laboratory vats take up luxury phosphorus in excess of their apparent requirements: When NO 3 Ϫ to PO 4 3Ϫ is increased beyond the Redfield ratio, the plankton take the extra nitrogen, up to a point (when P becomes truly limiting) [Rhee, 1978; Elser and Hassett, 1994] . The idea is that an increase in iron supply to the surface ocean stimulates an increase in nitrogen fixation, generating an increase in the NO 3 Ϫ ϺPO 4 3Ϫ ratio of the deep sea, and an increase in the effective nutrient reservoir of the ocean, by perhaps a factor of 2. The constancy of N:P ratios in seawater and in marine plankton [Hecky et al., 1993] , however, fuels considerable skepticism that the Redfield ratio is really negotiable.
Model results:
Beginning with the glacial baseline model, including a terrestrial carbon contribution of 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C, we subjected the model to increases in the ocean inventory of NO 3 Ϫ and ran until CaCO 3 and SiO 2 burial balanced the weathering fluxes (Figure 10 ). Here CaCO 3 compensation works strongly against lower pCO 2 values, a tendency also observed by Sigman et al. [1998] . A 50% increase in nutrient inventory initially draws pCO 2 down to 227 atm. The increase in NO 3 Ϫ drove organic C production to 1.39 ϫ 10 15 mol yr
Ϫ1
, up by 37%, increasing CaCO 3 production and burial. Also, because the inventory of H 4 SiO 4 is the same as in the glacial baseline model, the ratio of NO 3 Ϫ to H 4 SiO 4 increases, increasing the ratio of CaCO 3 to organic carbon production (from 0.210 to 0.228), further increasing CaCO 3 burial. Most significantly, the decrease in deep-water oxygen concentration shifted much of the sedimentary respiration from oxic chemistry, which promotes CaCO 3 dissolution, to suboxic reactions, which have less effect on pore water pH. The sum of these three effects is to nearly double the rate of CaCO 3 burial in the uncompensated ocean (Table 4 and Figure  10 ). The compensation response is to lower the pH, increasing dissolution until burial balances the same rate as the original present-day model. This acidification also increases the pCO 2 of the atmosphere to 271 atm. For the doubled and tripled NO 3 Ϫ scenarios the CaCO 3 effect is even more pronounced, to the point where increasing the ocean NO 3 Ϫ inventory actually increases the ultimate pCO 2 of the atmosphere rather than decreasing it (Table 3 and Figure 10 ).
Paleoceanographic evidence:
If there were more NO 3 Ϫ in the ocean, then presumably iron limitation would become more important, and sea surface NO 3 Ϫ concentrations would increase ( Figure 5 ). Paleo-sea-surface NO 3 Ϫ concentrations can be inferred from sedimentary nitrogen isotope data. Nitrate uptake by phytoplankton is associated with a 2.5‰ isotopic fractionation, leaving behind NO 3 Ϫ that is heavier, depending on the extent of NO 3 Ϫ depletion [Altabet and Francois, 1994] . Glacial ␦ 15 N values from the Southern Ocean indicate a greater degree of nutrient utilization ] (the opposite of the model results), while equatorial Pacific ␦ 15 N shows lower nutrient utilization efficiency [Farrell et al., 1995] .
Stable carbon isotopes can also be used as a tracer for biological activity in the ocean. The isotopic ratio of carbon in dissolved CO 2 differs between the surface and the deep ocean, and this fractionation is expected to increase with an increase in the biological pump. The ␦ 13 C as recorded in CaCO 3 is affected by (1) the terrestrial carbon contribution [Shackleton, 1977] , which offsets surface and deep ␦ 13 C equally, (2) biological fractionation associated with photosynthesis [Shackleton et al., 1983] , (3) gas exchange with the atmosphere [Broecker and Maier-Reimer, 1992; Charles et al., 1993; LynchSteiglitz et al., 1995] , and (4) an artifact in the recording of dissolved ␦ 13 CO 2 by planktonic foraminifera which correlates with the [CO 3 ϭ ] or pH of the water in which they grow [Spero et al., 1997; Lea et al., 1999] . Sea surface ␦ 13 C becomes much more variable in the 50% increase NO 3 Ϫ model glacial ocean, in correlation with variability in NO 3
Ϫ concentration, but if we take an average of ␦ 13 C from 30ЊN to 30ЊS, we see that, in accord with W. Broecker et al. (manuscript in preparation, 1999) , a combination of a 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C terrestrial carbon contribution (point 1), an increase in the biological pump resulting from a 50% increase in ocean NO 3 Ϫ (point 2), and the pH artifact (point 4) conspire to maintain sea surface ␦ 13 C near present-day values, more or less as observed (Table 5) .
Another potential indicator of the strength of the biological pump during glacial time is the oxygen concentration of deep water, specifically the extent of anoxic waters in the deep sea. The circulation model is not especially good at predicting anoxia, because there is a tendency to generate anoxia even in the present-day simulation, where there is none in the real ocean [Najjar et al., 1992; Six and Maier-Reimer, 1996] . For what it's worth, however, the glacial flow field reduces the extent of anoxia in the ocean because of an acceleration in the ventilation of the thermocline (Table 6 ). Increasing the inventory of NO 3 Ϫ by 50% increases the extent of anoxia to 60% greater than the present-day model results. Far from definitive, these results warn us that oxygen concentrations are a function of circulation as well as of Ϫ inventory, assuming no PO 4 3Ϫ limitation. NO 3 Ϫ is not added to or lost from the model; its inventory is specified as an initial condition. These runs use the CLIMAP-2 flow field and assume the addition of 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C from the terrestrial biosphere. See also Tables 3 and 4. Open circles are uncompensated (water column steady state), and solid circles are sediment compensated (where CaCO 3 and SiO 2 burial rates balance present-day model results). When the NO 3 Ϫ inventory increases, pCO 2 is initially drawn down, but CaCO 3 burial exceeds weathering. Compensation restores burial to the weathering rate by acidifying the ocean, negating the initial pCO 2 drawdown.
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Ocean pH Scenarios
Coral reef hypothesis.
A second class of pCO 2 drawdown scenarios proposes using the machinery of CaCO 3 compensation to change the pH of the whole ocean (Table 2 ). This would drive CO 2 into the ionic forms HCO 3 Ϫ and CO 3 ϭ , decreasing the equilibrium pCO 2 of the atmosphere. CaCO 3 compensation relies on the CO 3 ϭ concentration of the deep sea to regulate the burial of CaCO 3 to match the rate of addition of Ca 2ϩ and alkalinity to the ocean from terrestrial weathering.
One proposal for increasing ocean pH has been called the "coral reef hypothesis" [Berger and Keir, 1984; Opdyke and Walker, 1992] . CaCO 3 burial can be divided into two classes: deep-sea deposition, which is most sensitive to ocean pH, and shallow-water deposition, associated with reefs and tropical shelves. Deposition in shallow waters today more or less equals deep-sea deposition as a sink for CaCO 3 [Milliman, 1993] . Because sea level dropped below the depth of the continental shelves during glacial time, and because it was colder, shallow-water deposition was nearly stopped during the Last Glacial Maximum [Kleypas, 1997] and through stage 3 for ϳ50 kyr before that (J. Kleypas, personal communication, 1998) . Eliminating shallow-water burial would leave a greater burial load for the deep sea, which would be accomplished in the steady state by increasing the pH of the ocean by the mechanism of CaCO 3 compensation.
The rate of terrestrial weathering, the other potential driver for deep-sea burial, could have been either higher or lower during glacial time. Rivers from CaCO 3 -rich terrains are near saturation with respect to CaCO 3 , at supersaturated CO 2 concentration, reflecting equilibrium with high CO 2 soil gas. The rate of river runoff today is much higher in the tropics than in temperate regions, so we might expect a decrease in runoff globally during the cooler glacial time [Holland, 1978] . On the other hand, the CaCO 3 -rich continental shelves were exposed by lowered sea level to atmospheric weathering, and the physical abrasion of rocks by ice sheets, responsible for massive glacial deposits of finely ground glacial flour ("loess"), might have accelerated weathering [Gibbs and Kump, 1994; Kump and Alley, 1994] .
3.4.1.1. Model results: The sensitivity of model pCO 2 to increasing the steady state deep-sea burial rates (equivalent to weathering) of both CaCO 3 and SiO 2 is given in Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 11 . Increasing CaCO 3 burial decreases pCO 2 by increasing the pH of the ocean, and increasing the SiO 2 burial rate increases the H 4 SiO 4 concentration of the ocean, decreasing the production of CaCO 3 and driving ocean pH still higher. We see that in the absence of a terrestrial carbon contribution, a doubling or tripling of CaCO 3 and SiO 2 weath- Figure 11 . The pCO 2 and CaCO 3 sensitivity to weathering rate, after sediment compensation. These runs use the CLI-MAP-2 flow field and assume the addition of 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C from the terrestrial biosphere. See also Tables 3 and 4. When the weathering rate is increased, the ocean becomes more basic in order to increase CaCO 3 burial, lowering pCO 2 . Sea surface values as in footnote a but adjusted using the laboratory cultured dependence of sacculifer scaled by the model-predicted change in sea surface [CO 3 ϭ ]. c CLIMAP-2 flow field, 40 ϫ 10 15 mol terrestrial carbon at Ϫ25‰, ocean production fractionation ϭ Ϫ18‰ [Rau et al., 1989] .
d From Leuenberger et al. [1992] . e From Marino et al. [1992] . f From W. S. Broecker et al. (manuscript in preparation, 1999) . ering fluxes would be required to lower pCO 2 to glacial 200 atm (Table 3) . The model pCO 2 sensitivity to weathering fluxes is similar to previous results summarized by Keir [1995] . 3.4.1.2. Paleoceanographic evidence: Several independent lines of evidence put fairly strong limits on any glacial increase in weathering intensity. Weathering tracers 87 Sr [Henderson et al., 1994] and 187 Os [Oxburgh, 1998 ] agree that glacial weathering rates were not significantly higher than today. Catubig et al. [1998] tried to estimate the glacial deep-sea burial rate of CaCO 3 directly from sediment accumulation data. Their analysis was limited by spotty data coverage, but they concluded that the glacial rate of deep-sea CaCO 3 deposition was probably not more than 50% higher than at present. This does not rule out transient changes in ocean pH that recovered too quickly to be recorded in the sediments, but the 10-to 20-kyr response time of the CaCO 3 concentration in surface sediments is too short to lower pCO 2 to 200 atm for the observed interval of 50 kyr without leaving a sedimentary record. Changes in the inventory and throughflow of CaCO 3 may be important to understanding the transitions between glacial and interglacial states (discussed below), but they do not appear to be the primary driver for the overall glacial pCO 2 cycles.
Essentially, the mismatch between the Catubig et al. [1998] allowance of possible glacial deep-sea burial rate and the model requirement can be boiled down to an argument about the depth of the CCD. In order to decrease pCO 2 to glacial levels by increasing the pH of the whole ocean, we require roughly an increase in the deep-sea [CO 3 ϭ ] concentration of roughly 40 mol kg
Ϫ1
(about a 50% increase). The pressure effect on CaCO 3 saturation is about 20 mol kg Ϫ1 per kilometer of depth, so everything else being equal, the CCD would have moved 2 km deeper on the glacial seafloor (Figure 6e ). Glacial CaCO 3 concentration data show the effects of rearranging the deep-ocean circulation, but it is clear that the CCD was not 2 km deeper during glacial time (Figure 6b) .
3.4.2. The rain ratio model. Like the coral reef hypothesis, the rain ratio model (Table 2 ) [Archer and Maier-Reimer, 1994] proposes lowering pCO 2 by increasing the pH of the whole ocean, but this time without increasing the deep-sea CaCO 3 burial rate. The hope is to maintain the glacial CCD close to its present-day depth, as observed. One strategy is to decrease the production rate of CaCO 3 , requiring a more basic ocean in order to increase the burial efficiency of CaCO 3 . Alternatively, organic carbon, when it reacts with oxygen in sediments, produces CO 2 in the sediment pore waters, an acid which provokes CaCO 3 to dissolve. Therefore more organic carbon production drives more CaCO 3 dissolution, which also requires a higher ocean pH to compensate. Archer and Maier-Reimer [1994] showed that the pCO 2 is sensitive to the organic carbon and CaCO 3 rain rates to the seafloor by changing the fraction of organic carbon and CaCO 3 production which redissolves in the water column. They produced nearglacial pCO 2 by increasing organic carbon rain to the seafloor by 50% or by decreasing CaCO 3 rain by the same fraction. They also showed the result of decreasing the ratio of CaCO 3 to organic carbon produced in the surface ocean and found that a 40% decrease in CaCO 3 production sufficed to achieve glacial pCO 2 .
The partitioning of planktonic functional types in the real ocean between CaCO 3 (coccolithophorids) and SiO 2 (diatoms) is only poorly understood and only crudely represented by the biological component of the ocean model. CaCO 3 production tends to be lower, relative to organic carbon, in productive regions, such as the Panama Basin in the eastern equatorial Pacific, and in cold places, such as the subpolar North Pacific and the Southern Ocean [Archer, 1996a] . Coccolithophorid production is classically thought to be associated with stratified, stagnant, nutrient-limited conditions [Margalef, 1978] , which may have been less prevalent during glacial time. Abundant iron supply appears to favor the production of large diatoms [Martin et al., 1994] , as does H 4 SiO 4 . In the future, it may be possible to resolve the upper ocean into planktonic biomes [Longhurst, 1998 ], each of which favors different functional groups of plankton (e.g., diatoms versus coccolithophorids). At present, the best we can do is a simple temperature and H 4 SiO 4 supply based parameterization of CaCO 3 production.
The distribution of CaCO 3 on the seafloor today provides a feasibility test of the rain ratio mechanism. To first order, CaCO 3 preservation is controlled by the saturation state of the water column. If this were completely true, then the disequilibrium (
) of the water column at the depth of the CCD would be everywhere the same. Variations in the rain ratio could alter the pH of the ocean by changing ⌬CO 3 ϭ at which CaCO 3 is preserved. If in a colder glacial world a higher organic carbon to CaCO 3 rain ratio drove the CCD to a higher (shallower, more saturated) ⌬CO 3 ϭ , then we would expect a higher ⌬CO 3 ϭ CCD under cold places today. The maximum variation we see in the saturation state at the CCD today is about 20 mol kg Ϫ1 [Archer, 1996a] : The CCD is at Ϫ10 mol kg Ϫ1 in high latitudes but all the way down at Ϫ30 mol kg Ϫ1 in the equatorial Pacific (which might still be out of steady state from the last glacial termination [Milliman, 1993] and hence overestimate the steady state sensitivity of the CCD ⌬CO 3 ϭ to climate above). The model is able to generate nearglacial pCO 2 by increasing deep-ocean [CO 3 ϭ ] by about 20 M (by doubling H 4 SiO 4 ; see below and Table 3) , so it appears that the glacial rain ratio world would require the carbon cycle and the ⌬CO 3 ϭ at the CCD in the glacial subtropics to resemble conditions in the present-day subpolar oceans. Also, CaCO 3 preservation in Southern Ocean sediments is very low, implying a strong climate or H 4 SiO 4 supply control on the CCD.
The model-predicted CaCO 3 production change based on colder glacial temperatures is relatively small, so here we test the response of the model to changes in H 4 SiO 4 . The ocean inventory of H 4 SiO 4 is determined by the balance between influx by weathering and removal by burial. There has been a suggestion, based on the germanium to silica ratio of sedimentary diatoms, that the global rate of silica delivery to the oceans from chemical weathering might have been higher during glacial time, perhaps because of the abrasive exposure of igneous rocks by ice sheets [Froelich et al., 1992 ]. Another possibility is that the riverine flux of H 4 SiO 4 is better able to reach the ocean during glacial time because of the lack of estuaries. Currently, 5-50% of the riverine flux of H 4 SiO 4 is removed from river waters in estuarine systems [Treguer et al., 1995] . However, both possibilities seem to run afoul of the timing of the termination pCO 2 rise. The first asks for an increase in weathering presumably in response to the formation of ice sheets. In the termination sequence, however ( Figure  2) , we see pCO 2 beginning to increase while the ice sheets are still in their full glacial state. The second idea drives the H 4 SiO 4 concentration of the ocean ultimately by sea level, which again gets the sequence of the transition wrong. Perhaps an increase in Si delivery to the ocean in windblown dust could be responsible. Alternatively, it may be possible to increase ocean H 4 SiO 4 by changing the sink, sedimentary burial. It has been estimated that 50 -75% of the global burial of SiO 2 occurs in sediments in the "opal belt" in the Southern Ocean . The high SiO 2 burial rate of the Southern Ocean is not because of extremely high rates of production but because of the episodic and punctuated nature of biological activity there and perhaps because silica redissolution is slower in colder surface waters [Hurd, 1983] . Sinking fluxes of SiO 2 are extremely low until the conditions are right for a massive diatom bloom, which then sinks to the seafloor, delivering nearly the entire year's flux of SiO 2 to the sediment in just a few days [Wefer et al., 1988] . This behavior appears to be triggered by springtime meltwater which stabilizes the upper water column, implying that Southern Ocean SiO 2 production might be sensitive to climate forcing. We have evidence that the stratification and nutrient structure in the Southern Ocean during glacial time differed from today, from isotopes of nitrogen ]. If we say that half of the SiO 2 leaves the ocean via this "Southern Ocean SiO 2 vent," then crippling this vent might decrease the global burial of SiO 2 by about a factor of 2. Under conditions of constant SiO 2 flux to the oceans the H 4 SiO 4 concentration of the ocean would increase, on a timescale of 10 -20 kyr, until burial everywhere else managed to make up the difference.
Model results:
The pCO 2 effect of changing the model ocean concentration of H 4 SiO 4 is given in Figure 12 and Table 3 . The pCO 2 decreases for two reasons: a weaker biological alkalinity pump (which leaves more alkalinity in surface waters to react with CO 2 ), and less CaCO 3 rain to the seafloor (which increases ocean pH by the rain ratio mechanism). Here, in contrast to the biological pump scenarios, CaCO 3 compensation works in our favor, decreasing pCO 2 below levels predicted by the water-column chemistry alone. We see that an increase of a factor of 2.5 in the ocean inventory of H 4 SiO 4 is required to drive pCO 2 down to glacial values, if we accept the terrestrial carbon contribution, and maybe of a factor of 2 if we decline it (see below).
However, the ocean model is unable to generate this magnitude of an ocean H 4 SiO 4 increase in the steady state by any reasonable change in forcing or Southern Ocean dynamics, because the model global SiO 2 burial rate is extremely sensitive to the inventory of H 4 SiO 4 in the ocean. The model SiO 2 burial rate scales with the H 4 SiO 4 inventory of the ocean to the second power ( Figure 13 ). Turn this around, and it tells us how difficult it would be to increase model ocean Si by changing weathing rates or plankton ecology. Doubling the steady state ocean H 4 SiO 4 inventory by increasing weathering Tables 3 and 4 for run details and Figure 13 for SiO 2 burial rates. We assume that increasing H 4 SiO 4 would increase diatom production at the expense of CaCO 3 production. The decreasing alkalinity pump decreases pCO 2 . Sediment compensation drives the ocean toward basic to restore CaCO 3 burial to the weathering rate, further decreasing pCO 2 .
would require a quadrupling of weathering. Turning off the Southern Ocean SiO 2 vent, which decreases global burial by roughly half, increases ocean H 4 SiO 4 by about 40% (a factor of root 2) to compensate.
Paleoceanographic evidence:
Observational support for a glacial increase in deep-ocean pH comes from boron isotopic composition of foraminifera (CaCO 3 ). The boron isotope paleo-pH meter functions as follows. Boron in seawater exists in two forms, boric acid (B(OH) 3 ) and borate ion (B(OH) 4 Ϫ ). There is a 19‰ thermodynamic isotopic offset between the two forms, at any pH. The ␦ 11 B of total boron is also independent of pH. The ␦ 11 B of borate ion therefore depends on the relative proportion of borate, which is determined by pH. The idea behind the paleotracer use of boron is that only the borate form is incorporated into CaCO 3 shells, even (amazingly) biogenic ones [Hemming and Hanson, 1992; Spivack et al., 1993] . The relationship between ␦ 11 B in CaCO 3 and pH has been verified by measurements of natural corals and natural and cultured foraminifera . Boron pH values from the glacial deep Pacific seem to show an increase by about 0.3 pH units, which would correspond to an increase in [CO 3 ϭ ] of about 100 mol kg Ϫ1 [Sanyal et al., 1995] . This is 2.5 times higher than the [CO 3 ϭ ] change produced by the 2.5 ϫ H 4 SiO 4 model and 5 times higher than that predicted by the 2 ϫ H 4 SiO 4 model with no terrestrial carbon contribution. Preliminary results from another paleo-pH tracer (sulfur in CaCO 3 ) seem to concur that glacial deep-sea pH may have been higher during glacial time [Berry et al., 1998 ].
The ␦ 13 C of CaCO 3 from planktonic foraminifera cultured in the laboratory seem to have a pH sensitivity [Spero et al., 1997] , as do corals [McConnaughey, 1989] . Benthic foraminifera have yet to be cultured as a function of pH, but if they do have a pH artifact like the planktonic species do, then perhaps the deep-ocean shift in ␦ 13 C is telling us about a higher glacial deep-ocean pH rather than a smaller glacial terrestrial biosphere. If we reject the terrestrial carbon contribution and run the model with doubled H 4 SiO 4 , the pCO 2 decreases to 219 atm (Table 3) , and the planktonic ␦ 13 C, corrected for the predicted sea surface pH change, approaches observed values (Table 5) . If the deep-ocean ␦ 13 C really reflects a pH artifact, rather than the release of 40 ϫ 10 15 mol of carbon from the terrestrial biosphere, it will make explaining the low glacial pCO 2 much easier! Another observational constraint comes from the distribution of CaCO 3 on the seafloor. The model of Sigman et al. [1998] predicts that the CCD would deepen by 1-1.5 km if tropical CaCO 3 production were halved (a perturbation sufficient to lower pCO 2 by 63 atm). However, sediment cores show that the depth of the CCD was not too much different during glacial time than it is today [Catubig et al., 1998 ]. Because much of the ocean is about 4 -5 km deep, and the CCD is, on average, just shallower than that, a 1.5-km deepening would vastly increase the area of high-CaCO 3 sediments.
This discrepancy was characterized as a "fatal flaw" in the rain ratio hypothesis by Broecker and Henderson [1998] .
The distribution of CaCO 3 on the seafloor from the doubled H 4 SiO 4 experiment is shown in Figure 6f . On average, the depth of the CCD is not radically changed, nor is the total area of CaCO 3 sediments. We expect qualitative differences between the Sigman et al. [1998] box model and the general circulation model we show here, because box models have lower pCO 2 sensitivity to tropical forcing, and lower primary production, than the circulation models do, both effects decreasing the sensitivity of pCO 2 to CaCO 3 production (the alkalinity pump). The change in the deep-sea [CO 3 ϭ ] required to lower pCO 2 is smaller in the doubled H 4 SiO 4 model here than in the Sigman et al. [1998] model, 20 M versus 40 M, halving the expected excursion of the CCD depth. The deepening CCD effect that identify was also evident in the Archer and Maier-Reimer [1994] model, when the ratio of CaCO 3 to organic C production was changed in a spatially uniform way (unpublished results), but is less obvious here, perhaps because the changes in CaCO 3 production provoked by doubling H 4 SiO 4 are spatially nonuniform. The fatal flaw in the rain ratio hypothesis seems less clear than it did from the Sigman et al. [1998] model.
In the real glacial ocean the CCD in the Atlantic shoaled, while calcite was preserved at greater depths in the Pacific [Berger, 1973; Broecker and Peng, 1982; Broecker, 1993a] . The model predicts the opposite response to doubling H 4 SiO 4 , because H 4 SiO 4 is concentrated in the glacial model Pacific, as it is today, so increasing H 4 SiO 4 has a greater impact on the rain ratio in the Pacific. However, we have little confidence in the nearsurface distribution of H 4 SiO 4 in the model because glacial Pacific intermediate water in the real ocean was more ventilated than it is today [Kennett and Ingram, 1995] , a feature which is missed by the model. CaCO 3 -depleted sediments in the model occur under upwelling areas such as the equatorial Pacific, where abundant H 4 SiO 4 supply precludes much production of CaCO 3 , while in reality CaCO 3 concentration and accumulation increased sharply in this region [Farrell and Prell, 1989] . In short, the model-predicted distribution of CaCO 3 on the seafloor is a poor fit to observations (Figure 6 ). If the rain ratio hypothesis is the correct one, our glacial circulation field and crude biology model are doing a poor job of simulating the glacial distribution of CaCO 3 production.
Another test of whole-ocean pH change scenarios may come from the magnitude of CaCO 3 preservation anomalies at the glacial transitions as the ocean adjusts its chemistry from glacial to interglacial conditions. Sediment cores often show high CaCO 3 preservation on deglacial transitions and a "dissolution spike" on the transitions to glacial periods [Peterson and Prell, 1985] . The terrestrial carbon contribution to the glacial ocean, when it was withdrawn at the glacial termination, would have required the precipitation of about 40 ϫ 10 15 mol of CaCO 3 to restore the pH of the ocean. If we spread the anomaly over 10 kyr, we would produce a burial rate anomaly of 4 ϫ 10 12 mol yr Ϫ1 , which is significant relative to the present-day burial rate of about 12 ϫ 10 12 mol yr Ϫ1 of CaCO 3 . CaCO 3 accumulation in shallowwater sediments and coral reefs began to increase as the continental shelves flooded, to a rate of 10 -15 ϫ 10 12 mol yr Ϫ1 [Milliman, 1993; Kleypas, 1997] , which would tend to provoke a deep-sea accumulation rate anomaly of perhaps Ϫ100 -150 ϫ 10 15 mol (negative denotes dissolution). The whole-ocean pH change required by a rain ratio model would generate a large CaCO 3 burial anomaly of ϩ150 ϫ 10 15 mol of CaCO 3 , at a rate of ϩ15 ϫ 10 12 mol yr Ϫ1 over the 10-kyr timescale of the pCO 2 transition. A wild card in the mix is the rate of weathering, which might have peaked as patterns of rainfall changed at the climate transition (although tracers indicate not [Oxburgh, 1998] ); another complication is the possibility that the global ocean appears to be out of CaCO 3 weathering/burial steady state today [Milliman, 1993] . The magnitude of the termination CaCO 3 burial anomaly has not yet been estimated, but we note that the simplest case, which includes the terrestrial carbon contribution, termination onset of shallow-water deposition, and constant weathering fluxes, predicts a termination dissolution spike, not a preservation spike as observed. We require either a weathering transient, or a whole-ocean pH shift, or an uncoupling in time (first terrestrial carbon, then coral reefs) to generate a CaCO 3 preservation spike at the glacial termination as observed. Evidence from earlier climate transitions is elusive because our dating tool, 14 C, has decayed away, but a dissolution spike at the previous glaciation dated using cosmic dust 3 He appeared to be of the right magnitude to accommodate a whole-ocean pH change .
CONCLUSIONS
Many constraints on the cause of the glacial/interglacial atmospheric pCO 2 come from ice core and sedimentary records. First, the deglacial increase in pCO 2 leads ice volume, eliminating sea-level-driven explanations such as those based on the submersion of the continental shelves [Sowers and Bender, 1995; Broecker and Henderson, 1998 ]. Second, the deglacial pCO 2 transition was slow: 6 -7 kyr in one case and as much as 14 kyr in the other. The pCO 2 response time to the biological pump in the ocean is much faster than that, and so biological pump explanations would require some external pacer to slow the pCO 2 transition. Third, the glacial rate of weathering and global deep-sea CaCO 3 burial was probably not much higher than today [Henderson et al., 1994; Catubig et al., 1998; Oxburgh, 1998 ]. Additional constraints come from isotopic signatures of carbon, nitrogen, and boron, the concentrations of the trace metal species cadmium and barium, and the distribution of CaCO 3 and SiO 2 on the seafloor.
The ingredients of the glacial ocean that control CO 2 , simulated to the best of our knowledge in a numerical model, are as follows:
1. The first is the circulation of the ocean. The direct effect of the glacial circulation and surface ocean cooling on pCO 2 appears to be small, especially after CaCO 3 compensation.
2. The second is iron fertilization. Even if sea surface nutrients were completely depleted by a stronger biological cycle in the ocean (a much stronger response than is inferred for the glacial ocean), pCO 2 would not reach the glacial concentration of 200 atm, especially if we release 40 ϫ 10 15 mol C from the terrestrial biosphere. Perhaps this is an artifact of excessive diapycnal diffusion in the z-coordinate circulation model.
3. The third is sediment geochemistry. Changes in biological production and water chemistry affect the diagenesis and burial of CaCO 3 , and hence pCO 2 . A new sediment model is able to simulate the transition to anaerobic conditions, efficiently enough to implement at every grid point in a global ocean model. The most striking effect of the anaerobic chemistry is to greatly enhance CaCO 3 burial with decreasing oxygen concentration in the deep sea. This effect drives CaCO 3 compensation to completely override the pCO 2 drawdown from a proposed increase in ocean nutrients.
Three possibilities emerge as front-runners to address the discrepancy between observations and our present state of knowledge, although none of them fit the data well. The first is that the ocean circulation models now in use for simulating the ocean carbon cycle are more diffusive than the real ocean and for this reason underestimate the pCO 2 sensitivity to the biological pump. The verdict on this possibility awaits reconciliation of a suite of discordant field and modeling estimates of diffusivity in the real ocean . The second possibility is to increase the glacial NO 3 Ϫ inventory of the ocean beyond PO 4 3Ϫ limitation. Here we would assume that the Redfield ratio of N/P in phytoplankton was different during glacial time. This hypothesis is consistent with carbon isotopic data but generates anoxic conditions in the Pacific thermocline and a general decrease in the oxygen content of the deep sea as a whole. Decreasing oxygen in turn promotes CaCO 3 burial, requiring an eventual decrease in ocean pH to compensate, which raises pCO 2 . Perhaps a source of ventilation to the intermediate Pacific [Kennett and Ingram, 1995] , missed by our adjoint fit to the glacial ocean circulation, could alleviate some of these coupled problems. The third possibility is to double the inventory of H 4 SiO 4 in the ocean, thereby shifting the ratio of organic carbon to CaCO 3 production and raising the pH of the deep ocean. This hypothesis is consistent with boron isotopes (a paleo-pH tracer), and if a benthic pH artifact on ␦ 13 C is found such as has been found for planktonic foraminifera, then this scenario might be consistent with carbon isotope data as well. However, the predicted distribution of CaCO 3 is not a good match for observations. Here the difficulty is explaining why the ocean H 4 SiO 4 should have increased; the model global SiO 2 burial rate scales with the H 4 SiO 4 inventory squared, implying that H 4 SiO 4 is relatively insensitive to SiO 2 weathering or details of burial mechanism. Perhaps the dynamics of SiO 2 production in surface waters and dissolution in sediments is not captured by the model.
We conclude that in spite of the importance of understanding the natural carbon cycle, the solution to the mystery of the glacial/interglacial CO 2 cycles still eludes us.
APPENDIX 1: PARAMETERIZATION OF BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTIVITY
In iron-and light-saturated conditions the maximum rate of PO 4 3Ϫ uptake in the surface ocean is given by R PO4max ϭ Pr lat ϫ PO 4 ϫ PO 4 PO 4 ϩ P half-sat , where PO 4 is the nutrient concentration, P half-sat is a half-saturation constant, here equal to 0.0001 M, and Pr lat is a latitude-dependent light limitation factor, which varies smoothly from 1.0 at the equator to 0.5 in the Southern Ocean. P half-sat is a very small number, enabling complete nutrient uptake where iron and light conditions permit. The maximum uptake of upwelled dissolved iron is estimated similarly, 
where Atm Fe is the atmospheric deposition rate of iron. The application of the light limitation factor Pr lat to the iron field decreases the impact of Southern Ocean dust on annual mean sea surface PO 4 3Ϫ concentration. Without light limitation it was impossible to reproduce the high sea surface nutrient concentrations in the North Pacific (a region of high dust fluxes) and to differentiate the Southern Ocean from the South Pacific (both regions of low dust) [Archer and Johnson, 2000] .
Iron-unlimited (maximum) uptake of H where Si half-sat is taken to be 4 M. Iron limitation takes the form of (1), above. Production of CaCO 3 is taken to be
with T fac is defined as T fac ϭ e TϪ3.5 , where T is temperature.
APPENDIX 2: SEDIMENTARY MODEL FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL METHOD
The "Muds" diagenetic model for organic carbon, oxygen, nitrate, iron, manganese, and sulfides is based on the steady state diffusion/reaction equations for pore water and sediments. The model equations and Monod reaction kinetics are similar to previously published sedimentary diagenetic models [Burdige and Geiskes, 1983; Archer, 1991; van Cappellen and Wang, 1996] . Two types of organic carbon, one more reactive than the other, rain to the seafloor and react initially with O 2 in the pore waters [Berner, 1980b] . NO 3 Ϫ serves as an electron acceptor below the depth where O 2 is depleted. In this zone, solid MnO 2 is also used as an electron acceptor for respiration, producing dissolved Mn 2ϩ , which diffuses to the oxic zone and reprecipitates. Below the depth where NO 3 Ϫ is depleted, solid iron oxides are used as an electron acceptor, producing dissolved Fe 2ϩ , which either reacts with H 2 S to form iron sulfides or diffuses upward to the oxic zone and precipitates similarly to Mn.
The equation for a pore water solute concentration, c, is
where is the sediment porosity, D c is the diffusion coefficient for that solute, F is the formation factor of the sediment which describes the attenuation of diffusion by the solid matrix, z is depth (positive downward), and R c is the reaction rate, given for each of the solutes in Table A1 . Transport of solid species is governed by the equation
where D B is the solid diffusion (bioturbation) rate, which is assumed to decrease exponentially over a scale depth of 10 cm. By setting the time-dependent term equal to zero, we solve for the steady state profile of organic carbon, which should establish itself in nature on a timescale of the order of hundreds of years. The novelty of the Muds sediment model is the numerical method, which converges directly to the steady state profiles of solutes and solids. This method is orders of magnitude faster than can be achieved by integrating the time-dependent equations forward until they reach steady state (the more common method) and affords us the opportunity to couple the sediment code to each grid cell of the global ocean model. From an initial guess of the concentrations of each species at each depth, the model relies on the derivatives of the fluxes in each grid cell by the concentrations to formulate a next iteration, analogously to Newton's method for finding the zero to a function by projecting a tangent of the function toward the desired result to generate a next guess. Typically, the full solution, determined as flux balance for each solid and dissolved constituent within a tolerance of 1%, emerges after 100 -200 iterations. For the solutes, diffusive fluxes into a cell depend on the concentrations above and below the cell, as well as on the cell concentration itself. Therefore iterations on the solute profiles proceed simultaneously for a single solute over the entire model domain (all the grid cells over depth). Solute and solid concentrations are coupled together in a variety of complicated ways. Solid concentrations determine or at least influence the reaction rates, which determine solute profiles and further feed back to reaction rates. The reaction rates, in turn, determine the profile of sediment burial (advection) fluxes, which further feeds back to the solid concentration profiles of all solid species and thence to the rest of the solutes. Rather than attempt to treat all of the solid and solute concentration profiles simultaneously, the model iterates between solutes and solids by incrementally guessing solid concentrations, then calculating the resulting steady state solute profiles, back and forth. 
